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(54) LOCATION BASED PLAYBACK SYSTEM CONTROL

(57) An example implementation may involve a de-
vice of a multi-zone media playback system displaying a
control interface that is associated with a first zone of the
media playback system, where the media playback sys-
tem further includes a second zone. The implementation
may also involve the device determining that it is outside
of a threshold proximity to the first zone. The method may
further involve displaying (i) an indication that the first
zone is under control of the device, and (ii) an indication
that the device is outside of the threshold proximity to the
first zone.
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Description

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority to U.S. Applica-
tion No. 14/681,735, filed April 8, 2015, which is herein
incorporated by reference in its entirety.
[0002] This application is also related to U.S. Patent
Application Serial No. 14/475,191 filed September 2,
2014, entitled "Zone Recognition," which is incorporated
herein in its entirety.

FIELD OF THE DISCLOSURE

[0003] The disclosure is related to consumer goods
and, more particularly, to methods, systems, products,
features, services, and other elements directed to media
playback or some aspect thereof.

BACKGROUND

[0004] Options for accessing and listening to digital au-
dio in an out-loud setting were limited until in 2003, when
SONOS, Inc. filed for one of its first patent applications,
entitled "Method for Synchronizing Audio Playback be-
tween Multiple Networked Devices," and began offering
a media playback system for sale in 2005. The Sonos
Wireless HiFi System enables people to experience mu-
sic from many sources via one or more networked play-
back devices. Through a software control application in-
stalled on a smartphone, tablet, or computer, one can
play what he or she wants in any room that has a net-
worked playback device. Additionally, using the control-
ler, for example, different songs can be streamed to each
room with a playback device, rooms can be grouped to-
gether for synchronous playback, or the same song can
be heard in all rooms synchronously.
[0005] Given the ever growing interest in digital media,
there continues to be a need to develop consumer-ac-
cessible technologies to further enhance the listening ex-
perience.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0006] Features, aspects, and advantages of the pres-
ently disclosed technology may be better understood with
regard to the following description, appended claims, and
accompanying drawings where:

Figure 1 shows an example media playback system
configuration in which certain embodiments may be
practiced;
Figure 2 shows a functional block diagram of an ex-
ample playback device;
Figure 3 shows a functional block diagram of an ex-
ample control device;
Figure 4 shows an example controller interface;
Figure 5 shows an example flow diagram to indicate

certain aspects of zone control in a multi-zone media
playback system, according to an example imple-
mentation.
Figure 6A illustrates an example control interface,
according to an example implementation.
Figure 6B illustrates another example control inter-
face, according to an example implementation.
Figure 6C illustrates a further example control inter-
face, according to an example implementation.
Figure 6D illustrates yet another example control in-
terface, according to an example implementation.
Figure 6E illustrates another example control inter-
face, according to an example implementation.
Figure 7 shows an example media playback system
configuration, according to an example implementa-
tion.
Figure 8 shows an example flow diagram to verify
control of a particular zone in a multi-zone media
playback system, according to an example imple-
mentation.
Figure 9A illustrates an example control interface,
according to an example implementation.
Figure 9B illustrates another example control inter-
face, according to an example implementation.
Figure 9C illustrates a further example control inter-
face, according to an example implementation.
Figure 10 shows an example flow diagram to facili-
tate a control device joining a first zone and a second
zone of a media playback system into a zone group,
according to an example implementation.

[0007] The drawings are for the purpose of illustrating
example embodiments, but it is understood that the in-
ventions are not limited to the arrangements and instru-
mentality shown in the drawings.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

I. Overview

[0008] Embodiments described herein may involve, in-
ter alia, location based system control. An example me-
dia playback system may be divided into one or more
zones, each zone including one or more playback devic-
es. In some example implementations, playback devices
of respective zones may be physically located in respec-
tive locations, such as in the different rooms of a house.
For example, a media playback system may include a
living room zone, a dining room zone, a kitchen zone, an
office zone, and/or a bedroom zone, in which playback
devices of the different zones are located in the living
room, dining room, kitchen, office, and/or bedroom, re-
spectively.
[0009] In one arrangement, one or more devices com-
municatively coupled to the media playback system may
have respective graphical interfaces (e.g., a touchscreen
display of a tablet, smartphone, or wearable device).
Such a graphical interface may display a control interface
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of a particular zone and be referred to as a "control de-
vice." The control interface may include contextual infor-
mation about a particular zone, such as the name of the
zone and/or media content presenting playing on the
playback device(s) of the zone. The control interface may
also include playback controls (e.g., transport controls
such as play, pause, or skip track) for controlling media
content playback in the zone. The graphical display may
also display other information about the media playback
system or one of the zones, perhaps in respective control
interfaces (e.g., a first control interface for a kitchen zone
and a second control interface for a living room zone).
[0010] An example media playback system may main-
tain an awareness of where the control device is located
relative to the zones of a media playback system. Such
location-based awareness may improve the user expe-
rience, as the media playback system can adjust its op-
eration based on the control device being located in prox-
imity to a given zone. For instance, the graphical interface
of the control device may transition from displaying a con-
trol interface of a first zone (e.g., a living room zone) to
displaying a control interface of a second zone (e.g., a
bedroom zone) based on the media playback system de-
tecting that the control device is in proximity to the second
zone. Such a feature may improve the user experience,
as the control device may be adjusted to the relevant
zone. As another example, playback may shift from zone
to zone as media playback system detects movement of
the control device between zones, such that playback
appears to follow the control device from zone to zone.
[0011] One approach to maintaining location aware-
ness may involve detecting input that selects a particular
one of the multiple zones. For instance, a user may move
from a first area in which a first zone is located (e.g., the
kitchen zone) into a second area in which a second zone
is located (e.g., the living room zone) and then select the
second zone on the control device. The control device
may detect such input and update its location awareness
to indicate that the control device is now within the second
zone.
[0012] In a second approach, the media playback sys-
tem maintains location awareness automatically. For in-
stance, communication between the control device and
the one or more playback devices of the media playback
system may be used to determine that the device is within
a given proximity to a particular zone of the media play-
back system. Some radio interfaces are configured to
transmit with relatively low power, and accordingly oper-
ate with a relatively short range compared to some other
communication interfaces and protocols. Transmitting
between the device and a playback device via such a
relatively short-range interface may indicate that the de-
vice and playback device are within a given proximity.
While the transmission range of a given radio interface
may vary based on environmental conditions and other
factors, successful transmissions may be used to approx-
imate the relative positioning of the control device and
the playback device, such that the control device may be

considered to be within a zone that includes the playback
device given successful transmission between the con-
trol device and playback device. Based on such location
awareness, the media playback system may adjust its
operation according to the current positioning of the con-
trol device(s) (e.g., by displaying a different control inter-
face or by adjusting playback).
[0013] However, such an approach may cause some
uncertainty as to which particular zone that the control
device is within. Rooms of a home may naturally divide
a media playback system into zones, however, the walls
of the home might not always separate the zones from
the perspective of the radio interfaces. For instance, play-
back devices of two zones might be separated by a wall,
but be positioned such that a control device can success-
fully communicate with playback devices of two zones,
which may result in uncertainty within the media playback
system as to which zone the control device is within. As
another example, certain surfaces may reflect radio
transmissions and thereby alter the expected transmis-
sion range of the radio interfaces, which may cause false
positive determinations that a control device is within
proximity to a given zone. Further, some objects may
attenuate radio transmissions, which may cause a failure
of the media playback system to detect that a control
device is within proximity to a given zone.
[0014] In some cases, such conditions may cause the
media playback system to incorrectly determine that a
control device is in proximity to a particular zone. Auto-
matic adjustment of the media playback system in re-
sponse to the control device being in proximity to the
particular zone may degrade the user experience. For
instance, the media playback system may determine that
the control device is in a living room zone when the control
device is actually in the kitchen zone. When the user
looks at the graphical interface of the control device, she
might see the control interface of the living room zone
instead of the expected control interface of the kitchen
zone. As another example, as the control device is moved
down a hallway past the bedroom zone towards the living
room zone, the media playback system may incorrectly
detect that the control device is within the bedroom zone
and responsively begin playback in that zone. However,
this playback may wake a sleeping baby in the bedroom
zone. In such circumstances, the location-based features
of the media playback system might not be considered
to enhance the user experience. In some cases, tech-
niques disclosed herein may enhance the location-based
control of a media playback system, perhaps by mitigat-
ing some of the circumstances noted above.
[0015] Some techniques may involve displaying a no-
tification that the control device is outside of a zone that
is presently under control by the control device. For in-
stance, a control device may display a control interface
of a first zone (e.g., a living room zone), perhaps based
on detecting input that indicates a command to display
that control interface. The control device may determine
that the control device is outside of the first zone (e.g.,
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outside of a threshold proximity to), perhaps using one
of the location-awareness techniques noted above. If the
control device is actually outside of the first zone, control
of the first zone with the control device may have unin-
tended results (e.g., initiating playback in a room that the
user of the control device is not in). Displaying an indi-
cation that the control device is outside of the threshold
proximity to the first zone (perhaps with an indication that
the first zone is under control of the control device) may
help to avoid such unintended results.
[0016] Further example techniques may involve veri-
fying certain commands to control the media playback
system prior to carrying out those commands on the me-
dia playback system. For example, a control device may
receive input data indicating a command to initiate control
of a first zone of a media playback system. Within exam-
ples, the command to initiate control of the first zone
might be a command to display a control interface of the
first zone or a command to initiate playback in the first
zone, among other possibilities.
[0017] Before initiating control of the first zone, the con-
trol device may determine that the control device is within
a second zone and display a selectable control that, when
selected, initiates control of the first zone. For instance,
a control device of a media playback system may receive
input data indicating a command to initiate control of a
bedroom zone. However, since the control device is with-
in the living room zone, the control device may display a
prompt with a selectable control requesting verification
of the command to initiate control of the bedroom zone
(rather than the living room zone). While including addi-
tional user interface interaction to perform an operation
may in some way appear to be an increased burden,
verifying certain operations may in fact enhance user ex-
perience as some undesirable circumstances may be
avoided or mitigated.
[0018] In some example media playback systems,
zones of the media playback system may be grouped
together. As a group, the zones may perform joint oper-
ations, such as a playing back media in synchrony. Within
examples, a media playback system may use its location
awareness to facilitate zone grouping.
[0019] For instance, a control device may initiate play-
back of media in a first zone (e.g., a kitchen zone). The
control device may then enter a second zone (e.g., a
living room zone). In some embodiments, the media play-
back system may detect that the control device is in prox-
imity to the second zone and responsively facilitate join-
ing the first zone and the second zone into a zone group.
For instance, the media playback system may display a
selectable control that, when selected, cause the kitchen
zone and the living room zone to join into a zone group.
Alternatively, the media playback system may group the
kitchen zone and the living room zone (without further
input). After grouping, the kitchen zone and the living
room zone may play the media in synchrony.
[0020] As indicated above, example techniques may
involve displaying a notification that the control device is

outside of a zone that is presently under control by the
control device. In one aspect, a method is provided. The
method may involve displaying a control interface that is
associated with a first zone of the media playback sys-
tem, where the first zone comprises one or more first
playback devices; and where the media playback system
further includes a second zone that comprises one or
more second playback devices. The method may also
involve determining that the device is outside of a thresh-
old proximity to the first zone. The method may further
involve displaying (i) an indication that the first zone is
under control of the device, and (ii) an indication that the
device is outside of the threshold proximity to the first
zone.
[0021] In another aspect, a device is provided. The de-
vice includes a network interface, at least one processor,
a data storage, and program logic stored in the data stor-
age and executable by the at least one processor to per-
form functions. The functions may include displaying a
control interface that is associated with a first zone of the
media playback system, where the first zone comprises
one or more first playback devices; and where the media
playback system further includes a second zone that
comprises one or more second playback devices. The
functions may also include determining that the device
is outside of a threshold proximity to the first zone. The
functions may further include displaying (i) an indication
that the first zone is under control of the device, and (ii)
an indication that the device is outside of the threshold
proximity to the first zone.
[0022] In yet another aspect, a non-transitory compu-
ter readable memory is provided. The non-transitory
computer readable memory has stored thereon instruc-
tions executable by a computing device to cause the com-
puting device to perform functions. The functions may
include displaying a control interface that is associated
with a first zone of the media playback system, where
the first zone comprises one or more first playback de-
vices; and where the media playback system further in-
cludes a second zone that comprises one or more second
playback devices. The functions may also include deter-
mining that the device is outside of a threshold proximity
to the first zone. The functions may further include dis-
playing (i) an indication that the first zone is under control
of the device, and (ii) an indication that the device is out-
side of the threshold proximity to the first zone.
[0023] Also as indicated above, further example tech-
niques may involve verifying certain commands to control
the media playback system prior to carrying out those
commands on the media playback system. In one aspect,
a method is provided. The method may involve receiving
input data indicating a command to initiate control of a
first zone of a media playback system, where the first
zone comprises one or more first playback devices, and
where the media playback system further includes a sec-
ond zone that comprises one or more second playback
devices. Before initiating control of the first zone, the
method may involve determining that the control device
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is within a threshold proximity to the second zone. The
method may further involve causing a graphical interface
to display a selectable control that, when selected, initi-
ates control of the first zone.
[0024] In another aspect, a device is provided. The de-
vice includes a network interface, at least one processor,
a data storage, and program logic stored in the data stor-
age and executable by the at least one processor to per-
form functions. The functions may include receiving input
data indicating a command to initiate control of a first
zone of a media playback system, where the first zone
comprises one or more first playback devices, and where
the media playback system further includes a second
zone that comprises one or more second playback de-
vices. The functions may also include, before initiating
control of the first zone, determining that the control de-
vice is within a threshold proximity to the second zone.
The functions may further include causing a graphical
interface to display a selectable control that, when se-
lected, initiates control of the first zone.
[0025] In yet another aspect, a non-transitory compu-
ter readable memory is provided. The non-transitory
computer readable memory has stored thereon instruc-
tions executable by a computing device to cause the com-
puting device to perform functions. The functions may
include receiving input data indicating a command to in-
itiate control of a first zone of a media playback system,
where the first zone comprises one or more first playback
devices, and where the media playback system further
includes a second zone that comprises one or more sec-
ond playback devices. The functions may also include,
before initiating control of the first zone, determining that
the control device is within a threshold proximity to the
second zone. The functions may further include causing
a graphical interface to display a selectable control that,
when selected, initiates control of the first zone.
[0026] As further indicated above, example techniques
may involve facilitating the grouping of a first zone and
a second zone of a media playback system. In one as-
pect, a method is provided. The method may involve in-
itiating playback in a first zone of a media playback sys-
tem, wherein the first zone comprises one or more first
playback devices. After initiating playback in the first
zone, the method may involve determining that the con-
trol device is within a threshold proximity to at least one
of one or more second playback devices of a second
zone of the media playback system. After determining
that the control device is within the threshold proximity
to at least one of one or more second playback devices,
the method may include joining the first zone and the
second zone into a zone group in which the one or more
first playback devices of the first zone and the one or
more second playback devices of the second zone are
configured to play back in synchrony.
[0027] In another aspect, a device is provided. The de-
vice includes a network interface, at least one processor,
a data storage, and program logic stored in the data stor-
age and executable by the at least one processor to per-

form functions. The functions may include initiating play-
back in a first zone of a media playback system, wherein
the first zone comprises one or more first playback de-
vices. After initiating playback in the first zone, the func-
tions may include determining that the control device is
within a threshold proximity to at least one of one or more
second playback devices of a second zone of the media
playback system. After determining that the control de-
vice is within the threshold proximity to at least one of
one or more second playback devices, the functions may
include joining the first zone and the second zone into a
zone group in which the one or more first playback de-
vices of the first zone and the one or more second play-
back devices of the second zone are configured to play
back in synchrony.
[0028] In yet another aspect, a non-transitory compu-
ter readable memory is provided. The non-transitory
computer readable memory has stored thereon instruc-
tions executable by a computing device to cause the com-
puting device to perform functions. The functions may
include initiating playback in a first zone of a media play-
back system, wherein the first zone comprises one or
more first playback devices. After initiating playback in
the first zone, the functions may include determining that
the control device is within a threshold proximity to at
least one of one or more second playback devices of a
second zone of the media playback system. After deter-
mining that the control device is within the threshold prox-
imity to at least one of one or more second playback
devices, the functions may include joining the first zone
and the second zone into a zone group in which the one
or more first playback devices of the first zone and the
one or more second playback devices of the second zone
are configured to play back in synchrony.
[0029] It will be understood by one of ordinary skill in
the art that this disclosure includes numerous other em-
bodiments. It will be understood by one of ordinary skill
in the art that this disclosure includes numerous other
embodiments. While some examples described herein
may refer to functions performed by given actors such
as "users" and/or other entities, it should be understood
that this description is for purposes of explanation only.
The claims should not be interpreted to require action by
any such example actor unless explicitly required by the
language of the claims themselves.

II. Example Operating Environment

[0030] Figure 1 illustrates an example configuration of
a media playback system 100 in which one or more em-
bodiments disclosed herein may be practiced or imple-
mented. The media playback system 100 as shown is
associated with an example home environment having
several rooms and spaces, such as for example, a master
bedroom, an office, a dining room, and a living room. As
shown in the example of Figure 1, the media playback
system 100 includes playback devices 102-124, control
devices 126 and 128, and a wired or wireless network
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router 130.
[0031] Further discussions relating to the different
components of the example media playback system 100
and how the different components may interact to provide
a user with a media experience may be found in the fol-
lowing sections. While discussions herein may generally
refer to the example media playback system 100, tech-
nologies described herein are not limited to applications
within, among other things, the home environment as
shown in Figure 1. For instance, the technologies de-
scribed herein may be useful in environments where mul-
ti-zone audio may be desired, such as, for example, a
commercial setting like a restaurant, mall or airport, a
vehicle like a sports utility vehicle (SUV), bus or car, a
ship or boat, an airplane, and so on.

a. Example Playback Devices

[0032] Figure 2 shows a functional block diagram of
an example playback device 200 that may be configured
to be one or more of the playback devices 102-124 of
the media playback system 100 of Figure 1. The playback
device 200 may include a processor 202, software com-
ponents 204, memory 206, audio processing compo-
nents 208, audio amplifier(s) 210, speaker(s) 212, and a
network interface 214 including wireless interface(s) 216
and wired interface(s) 218. In one case, the playback
device 200 may not include the speaker(s) 212, but rather
a speaker interface for connecting the playback device
200 to external speakers. In another case, the playback
device 200 may include neither the speaker(s) 212 nor
the audio amplifier(s) 210, but rather an audio interface
for connecting the playback device 200 to an external
audio amplifier or audio-visual receiver.
[0033] In one example, the processor 202 may be a
clock-driven computing component configured to proc-
ess input data according to instructions stored in the
memory 206. The memory 206 may be a tangible com-
puter-readable medium configured to store instructions
executable by the processor 202. For instance, the mem-
ory 206 may be data storage that can be loaded with one
or more of the software components 204 executable by
the processor 202 to achieve certain functions. In one
example, the functions may involve the playback device
200 retrieving audio data from an audio source or another
playback device. In another example, the functions may
involve the playback device 200 sending audio data to
another device or playback device on a network. In yet
another example, the functions may involve pairing of
the playback device 200 with one or more playback de-
vices to create a multichannel audio environment.
[0034] Certain functions may involve the playback de-
vice 200 synchronizing playback of audio content with
one or more other playback devices. During synchronous
playback, a listener will preferably not be able to perceive
time-delay differences between playback of the audio
content by the playback device 200 and the one or more
other playback devices. U.S. Patent No. 8,234,395 enti-

tled, "System and method for synchronizing operations
among a plurality of independently clocked digital data
processing devices," which is hereby incorporated by ref-
erence, provides in more detail some examples for audio
playback synchronization among playback devices.
[0035] The memory 206 may further be configured to
store data associated with the playback device 200, such
as one or more zones and/or zone groups the playback
device 200 is a part of, audio sources accessible by the
playback device 200, or a playback queue that the play-
back device 200 (or some other playback device) may
be associated with. The data may be stored as one or
more state variables that are periodically updated and
used to describe the state of the playback device 200.
The memory 206 may also include the data associated
with the state of the other devices of the media system,
and shared from time to time among the devices so that
one or more of the devices have the most recent data
associated with the system. Other embodiments are also
possible.
[0036] The audio processing components 208 may in-
clude one or more digital-to-analog converters (DAC), an
audio preprocessing component, an audio enhancement
component or a digital signal processor (DSP), and so
on. In one embodiment, one or more of the audio process-
ing components 208 may be a subcomponent of the proc-
essor 202. In one example, audio content may be proc-
essed and/or intentionally altered by the audio process-
ing components 208 to produce audio signals. The pro-
duced audio signals may then be provided to the audio
amplifier(s) 210 for amplification and playback through
speaker(s) 212. Particularly, the audio amplifier(s) 210
may include devices configured to amplify audio signals
to a level for driving one or more of the speakers 212.
The speaker(s) 212 may include an individual transducer
(e.g., a "driver") or a complete speaker system involving
an enclosure with one or more drivers. A particular driver
of the speaker(s) 212 may include, for example, a sub-
woofer (e.g., for low frequencies), a mid-range driver
(e.g., for middle frequencies), and/or a tweeter (e.g., for
high frequencies). In some cases, each transducer in the
one or more speakers 212 may be driven by an individual
corresponding audio amplifier of the audio amplifier(s)
210. In addition to producing analog signals for playback
by the playback device 200, the audio processing com-
ponents 208 may be configured to process audio content
to be sent to one or more other playback devices for
playback.
[0037] Audio content to be processed and/or played
back by the playback device 200 may be received from
an external source, such as via an audio line-in input
connection (e.g., an auto-detecting 3.5mm audio line-in
connection) or the network interface 214.
[0038] The network interface 214 may be configured
to facilitate a data flow between the playback device 200
and one or more other devices on a data network. As
such, the playback device 200 may be configured to re-
ceive audio content over the data network from one or
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more other playback devices in communication with the
playback device 200, network devices within a local area
network, or audio content sources over a wide area net-
work such as the Internet. In one example, the audio
content and other signals transmitted and received by
the playback device 200 may be transmitted in the form
of digital packet data containing an Internet Protocol
(IP)-based source address and IP-based destination ad-
dresses. In such a case, the network interface 214 may
be configured to parse the digital packet data such that
the data destined for the playback device 200 is properly
received and processed by the playback device 200.
[0039] As shown, the network interface 214 may in-
clude wireless interface(s) 216 and wired interface(s)
218. The wireless interface(s) 216 may provide network
interface functions for the playback device 200 to wire-
lessly communicate with other devices (e.g., other play-
back device(s), speaker(s), receiver(s), network de-
vice(s), control device(s) within a data network the play-
back device 200 is associated with) in accordance with
a communication protocol (e.g., any wireless standard
including IEEE 802.11a, 802.11b, 802.11g, 802.11n,
802.1 1ac, 802.15, 4G mobile communication standard,
and so on). The wired interface(s) 218 may provide net-
work interface functions for the playback device 200 to
communicate over a wired connection with other devices
in accordance with a communication protocol (e.g., IEEE
802.3). While the network interface 214 shown in Figure
2 includes both wireless interface(s) 216 and wired inter-
face(s) 218, the network interface 214 may in some em-
bodiments include only wireless interface(s) or only wired
interface(s).
[0040] In one example, the playback device 200 and
one other playback device may be paired to play two
separate audio components of audio content. For in-
stance, playback device 200 may be configured to play
a left channel audio component, while the other playback
device may be configured to play a right channel audio
component, thereby producing or enhancing a stereo ef-
fect of the audio content. The paired playback devices
(also referred to as "bonded playback devices") may fur-
ther play audio content in synchrony with other playback
devices.
[0041] In another example, the playback device 200
may be sonically consolidated with one or more other
playback devices to form a single, consolidated playback
device. A consolidated playback device may be config-
ured to process and reproduce sound differently than an
unconsolidated playback device or playback devices that
are paired, because a consolidated playback device may
have additional speaker drivers through which audio con-
tent may be rendered. For instance, if the playback device
200 is a playback device designed to render low frequen-
cy range audio content (i.e. a subwoofer), the playback
device 200 may be consolidated with a playback device
designed to render full frequency range audio content.
In such a case, the full frequency range playback device,
when consolidated with the low frequency playback de-

vice 200, may be configured to render only the mid and
high frequency components of audio content, while the
low frequency range playback device 200 renders the
low frequency component of the audio content. The con-
solidated playback device may further be paired with a
single playback device or yet another consolidated play-
back device.
[0042] By way of illustration, SONOS, Inc. presently
offers (or has offered) for sale certain playback devices
including a "PLAY:1," "PLAY:3," "PLAY:5," "PLAYBAR,"
"CONNECT:AMP," "CONNECT," and "SUB." Any other
past, present, and/or future playback devices may addi-
tionally or alternatively be used to implement the play-
back devices of example embodiments disclosed herein.
Additionally, it is understood that a playback device is
not limited to the example illustrated in Figure 2 or to the
SONOS product offerings. For example, a playback de-
vice may include a wired or wireless headphone. In an-
other example, a playback device may include or interact
with a docking station for personal mobile media play-
back devices. In yet another example, a playback device
may be integral to another device or component such as
a television, a lighting fixture, or some other device for
indoor or outdoor use.

b. Example Playback Zone Configurations

[0043] Referring back to the media playback system
100 of Figure 1, the environment may have one or more
playback zones, each with one or more playback devices.
The media playback system 100 may be established with
one or more playback zones, after which one or more
zones may be added, or removed to arrive at the example
configuration shown in Figure 1. Each zone may be given
a name according to a different room or space such as
an office, bathroom, master bedroom, bedroom, kitchen,
dining room, living room, and/or balcony. In one case, a
single playback zone may include multiple rooms or
spaces. In another case, a single room or space may
include multiple playback zones.
[0044] As shown in Figure 1, the balcony, dining room,
kitchen, bathroom, office, and bedroom zones each have
one playback device, while the living room and master
bedroom zones each have multiple playback devices. In
the living room zone, playback devices 104, 106, 108,
and 110 may be configured to play audio content in syn-
chrony as individual playback devices, as one or more
bonded playback devices, as one or more consolidated
playback devices, or any combination thereof. Similarly,
in the case of the master bedroom, playback devices 122
and 124 may be configured to play audio content in syn-
chrony as individual playback devices, as a bonded play-
back device, or as a consolidated playback device.
[0045] In one example, one or more playback zones
in the environment of Figure 1 may each be playing dif-
ferent audio content. For instance, the user may be grill-
ing in the balcony zone and listening to hip hop music
being played by the playback device 102 while another
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user may be preparing food in the kitchen zone and lis-
tening to classical music being played by the playback
device 114. In another example, a playback zone may
play the same audio content in synchrony with another
playback zone. For instance, the user may be in the office
zone where the playback device 118 is playing the same
rock music that is being playing by playback device 102
in the balcony zone. In such a case, playback devices
102 and 118 may be playing the rock music in synchrony
such that the user may seamlessly (or at least substan-
tially seamlessly) enjoy the audio content that is being
played out-loud while moving between different playback
zones. Synchronization among playback zones may be
achieved in a manner similar to that of synchronization
among playback devices, as described in previously ref-
erenced U.S. Patent No. 8,234,395.
[0046] As suggested above, the zone configurations
of the media playback system 100 may be dynamically
modified, and in some embodiments, the media playback
system 100 supports numerous configurations. For in-
stance, if a user physically moves one or more playback
devices to or from a zone, the media playback system
100 may be reconfigured to accommodate the change(s).
For instance, if the user physically moves the playback
device 102 from the balcony zone to the office zone, the
office zone may now include both the playback device
118 and the playback device 102. The playback device
102 may be paired or grouped with the office zone and/or
renamed if so desired via a control device such as the
control devices 126 and 128. On the other hand, if the
one or more playback devices are moved to a particular
area in the home environment that is not already a play-
back zone, a new playback zone may be created for the
particular area.
[0047] Further, different playback zones of the media
playback system 100 may be dynamically combined into
zone groups or split up into individual playback zones.
For instance, the dining room zone and the kitchen zone
114 may be combined into a zone group for a dinner party
such that playback devices 112 and 114 may render au-
dio content in synchrony. On the other hand, the living
room zone may be split into a television zone including
playback device 104, and a listening zone including play-
back devices 106, 108, and 110, if the user wishes to
listen to music in the living room space while another
user wishes to watch television.

c. Example Control Devices

[0048] Figure 3 shows a functional block diagram of
an example control device 300 that may be configured
to be one or both of the control devices 126 and 128 of
the media playback system 100. Control device 300 may
also be referred to as a controller 300. As shown, the
control device 300 may include a processor 302, memory
304, a network interface 306, and a user interface 308.
In one example, the control device 300 may be a dedi-
cated controller for the media playback system 100. In

another example, the control device 300 may be a net-
work device on which media playback system controller
application software may be installed, such as for exam-
ple, an iPhone™, iPad™ or any other smart phone, tablet
or network device (e.g., a networked computer such as
a PC or Mac™).
[0049] The processor 302 may be configured to per-
form functions relevant to facilitating user access, control,
and configuration of the media playback system 100. The
memory 304 may be configured to store instructions ex-
ecutable by the processor 302 to perform those functions.
The memory 304 may also be configured to store the
media playback system controller application software
and other data associated with the media playback sys-
tem 100 and the user.
[0050] In one example, the network interface 306 may
be based on an industry standard (e.g., infrared, radio,
wired standards including IEEE 802.3, wireless stand-
ards including IEEE 802.11a, 802.11b, 802.11g,
802.11n, 802.11ac, 802.15, 4G mobile communication
standard, and so on). The network interface 306 may
provide a means for the control device 300 to communi-
cate with other devices in the media playback system
100. In one example, data and information (e.g., such as
a state variable) may be communicated between control
device 300 and other devices via the network interface
306. For instance, playback zone and zone group con-
figurations in the media playback system 100 may be
received by the control device 300 from a playback device
or another network device, or transmitted by the control
device 300 to another playback device or network device
via the network interface 306. In some cases, the other
network device may be another control device.
[0051] Playback device control commands such as
volume control and audio playback control may also be
communicated from the control device 300 to a playback
device via the network interface 306. As suggested
above, changes to configurations of the media playback
system 100 may also be performed by a user using the
control device 300. The configuration changes may in-
clude adding/removing one or more playback devices
to/from a zone, adding/removing one or more zones
to/from a zone group, forming a bonded or consolidated
player, separating one or more playback devices from a
bonded or consolidated player, among others. Accord-
ingly, the control device 300 may sometimes be referred
to as a controller, whether the control device 300 is a
dedicated controller or a network device on which media
playback system controller application software is in-
stalled.
[0052] The user interface 308 of the control device 300
may be configured to facilitate user access and control
of the media playback system 100, by providing a con-
troller interface such as the controller interface 400
shown in Figure 4. The controller interface 400 includes
a playback control region 410, a playback zone region
420, a playback status region 430, a playback queue
region 440, and an audio content sources region 450.
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The user interface 400 as shown is just one example of
a user interface that may be provided on a network device
such as the control device 300 of Figure 3 (and/or the
control devices 126 and 128 of Figure 1) and accessed
by users to control a media playback system such as the
media playback system 100. Other user interfaces of var-
ying formats, styles, and interactive sequences may al-
ternatively be implemented on one or more network de-
vices to provide comparable control access to a media
playback system.
[0053] The playback control region 410 may include
selectable (e.g., by way of touch or by using a cursor)
icons to cause playback devices in a selected playback
zone or zone group to play or pause, fast forward, rewind,
skip to next, skip to previous, enter/exit shuffle mode,
enter/exit repeat mode, enter/exit cross fade mode. The
playback control region 410 may also include selectable
icons to modify equalization settings, and playback vol-
ume, among other possibilities.
[0054] The playback zone region 420 may include rep-
resentations of playback zones within the media play-
back system 100. In some embodiments, the graphical
representations of playback zones may be selectable to
bring up additional selectable icons to manage or con-
figure the playback zones in the media playback system,
such as a creation of bonded zones, creation of zone
groups, separation of zone groups, and renaming of zone
groups, among other possibilities.
[0055] For example, as shown, a "group" icon may be
provided within each of the graphical representations of
playback zones. The "group" icon provided within a
graphical representation of a particular zone may be se-
lectable to bring up options to select one or more other
zones in the media playback system to be grouped with
the particular zone. Once grouped, playback devices in
the zones that have been grouped with the particular
zone will be configured to play audio content in synchrony
with the playback device(s) in the particular zone. Anal-
ogously, a "group" icon may be provided within a graph-
ical representation of a zone group. In this case, the
"group" icon may be selectable to bring up options to
deselect one or more zones in the zone group to be re-
moved from the zone group. Other interactions and im-
plementations for grouping and ungrouping zones via a
user interface such as the user interface 400 are also
possible. The representations of playback zones in the
playback zone region 420 may be dynamically updated
as playback zone or zone group configurations are mod-
ified.
[0056] The playback status region 430 may include
graphical representations of audio content that is pres-
ently being played, previously played, or scheduled to
play next in the selected playback zone or zone group.
The selected playback zone or zone group may be vis-
ually distinguished on the user interface, such as within
the playback zone region 420 and/or the playback status
region 430. The graphical representations may include
track title, artist name, album name, album year, track

length, and other relevant information that may be useful
for the user to know when controlling the media playback
system via the user interface 400.
[0057] The playback queue region 440 may include
graphical representations of audio content in a playback
queue associated with the selected playback zone or
zone group. In some embodiments, each playback zone
or zone group may be associated with a playback queue
containing information corresponding to zero or more au-
dio items for playback by the playback zone or zone
group. For instance, each audio item in the playback
queue may comprise a uniform resource identifier (URI),
a uniform resource locator (URL) or some other identifier
that may be used by a playback device in the playback
zone or zone group to find and/or retrieve the audio item
from a local audio content source or a networked audio
content source, possibly for playback by the playback
device.
[0058] In one example, a playlist may be added to a
playback queue, in which case information correspond-
ing to each audio item in the playlist may be added to the
playback queue. In another example, audio items in a
playback queue may be saved as a playlist. In a further
example, a playback queue may be empty, or populated
but "not in use" when the playback zone or zone group
is playing continuously streaming audio content, such as
Internet radio that may continue to play until otherwise
stopped, rather than discrete audio items that have play-
back durations. In an alternative embodiment, a playback
queue can include Internet radio and/or other streaming
audio content items and be "in use" when the playback
zone or zone group is playing those items. Other exam-
ples are also possible.
[0059] When playback zones or zone groups are
"grouped" or "ungrouped," playback queues associated
with the affected playback zones or zone groups may be
cleared or re-associated. For example, if a first playback
zone including a first playback queue is grouped with a
second playback zone including a second playback
queue, the established zone group may have an associ-
ated playback queue that is initially empty, that contains
audio items from the first playback queue (such as if the
second playback zone was added to the first playback
zone), that contains audio items from the second play-
back queue (such as if the first playback zone was added
to the second playback zone), or a combination of audio
items from both the first and second playback queues.
Subsequently, if the established zone group is un-
grouped, the resulting first playback zone may be re-as-
sociated with the previous first playback queue, or be
associated with a new playback queue that is empty or
contains audio items from the playback queue associated
with the established zone group before the established
zone group was ungrouped. Similarly, the resulting sec-
ond playback zone may be re-associated with the previ-
ous second playback queue, or be associated with a new
playback queue that is empty, or contains audio items
from the playback queue associated with the established
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zone group before the established zone group was un-
grouped. Other examples are also possible.
[0060] Referring back to the user interface 400 of Fig-
ure 4, the graphical representations of audio content in
the playback queue region 440 may include track titles,
artist names, track lengths, and other relevant informa-
tion associated with the audio content in the playback
queue. In one example, graphical representations of au-
dio content may be selectable to bring up additional se-
lectable icons to manage and/or manipulate the playback
queue and/or audio content represented in the playback
queue. For instance, a represented audio content may
be removed from the playback queue, moved to a differ-
ent position within the playback queue, or selected to be
played immediately, or after any currently playing audio
content, among other possibilities. A playback queue as-
sociated with a playback zone or zone group may be
stored in a memory on one or more playback devices in
the playback zone or zone group, on a playback device
that is not in the playback zone or zone group, and/or
some other designated device. Playback of such a play-
back queue may involve one or more playback devices
playing back media items of the queue, perhaps in se-
quential or random order.
[0061] The audio content sources region 450 may in-
clude graphical representations of selectable audio con-
tent sources from which audio content may be retrieved
and played by the selected playback zone or zone group.
Discussions pertaining to audio content sources may be
found in the following section.

d. Example Audio Content Sources

[0062] As indicated previously, one or more playback
devices in a zone or zone group may be configured to
retrieve for playback audio content (e.g., according to a
corresponding URI or URL for the audio content) from a
variety of available audio content sources. In one exam-
ple, audio content may be retrieved by a playback device
directly from a corresponding audio content source (e.g.,
a line-in connection). In another example, audio content
may be provided to a playback device over a network via
one or more other playback devices or network devices.
[0063] Example audio content sources may include a
memory of one or more playback devices in a media play-
back system such as the media playback system 100 of
Figure 1, local music libraries on one or more network
devices (such as a control device, a network-enabled
personal computer, or a networked-attached storage
(NAS), for example), streaming audio services providing
audio content via the Internet (e.g., the cloud), or audio
sources connected to the media playback system via a
line-in input connection on a playback device or network
devise, among other possibilities.
[0064] In some embodiments, audio content sources
may be regularly added or removed from a media play-
back system such as the media playback system 100 of
Figure 1. In one example, an indexing of audio items may

be performed whenever one or more audio content
sources are added, removed or updated. Indexing of au-
dio items may involve scanning for identifiable audio
items in all folders/directory shared over a network ac-
cessible by playback devices in the media playback sys-
tem, and generating or updating an audio content data-
base containing metadata (e.g., title, artist, album, track
length, among others) and other associated information,
such as a URI or URL for each identifiable audio item
found. Other examples for managing and maintaining au-
dio content sources may also be possible.
[0065] The above discussions relating to playback de-
vices, controller devices, playback zone configurations,
and media content sources provide only some examples
of operating environments within which functions and
methods described below may be implemented. Other
operating environments and configurations of media
playback systems, playback devices, and network devic-
es not explicitly described herein may also be applicable
and suitable for implementation of the functions and
methods.
[0066] Methods 500, 800, and 1000 shown in Figures
5, 8, and 10, respectively, present embodiments of meth-
ods that can be implemented within an operating envi-
ronment including, for example, the media playback sys-
tem 100 of Figure 1, one or more of the playback device
200 of Figure 2, or one or more of the control device 300
of Figure 3. Further, operations illustrated by way of ex-
ample as being performed by a media playback system
can be performed by any suitable device, such as a play-
back device or a control device of a media playback sys-
tem. Methods 500, 800, and 1000 may include one or
more operations, functions, or actions as illustrated by
one or more of blocks shown in Figures 5, 8, and 10,
respectively. Although the blocks are illustrated in se-
quential order, these blocks may also be performed in
parallel, and/or in a different order than those described
herein. Also, the various blocks may be combined into
fewer blocks, divided into additional blocks, and/or re-
moved based upon the desired implementation.
[0067] In addition, for the methods and other process-
es disclosed herein, the flowcharts show functionality and
operation of one possible implementation of present em-
bodiments. In this regard, each block may represent a
module, a segment, or a portion of program code, which
includes one or more instructions executable by a proc-
essor for implementing specific logical functions or steps
in the process. The program code may be stored on any
type of computer readable medium, for example, such
as a storage device including a disk or hard drive. The
computer readable medium may include non-transitory
computer readable medium, for example, such as com-
puter-readable media that stores data for short periods
of time like register memory, processor cache, and Ran-
dom Access Memory (RAM). The computer readable me-
dium may also include non-transitory media, such as sec-
ondary or persistent long term storage, like read only
memory (ROM), optical or magnetic disks, compact-disc
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read only memory (CD-ROM), for example. The compu-
ter readable media may also be any other volatile or non-
volatile storage systems. The computer readable medi-
um may be considered a computer readable storage me-
dium, for example, or a tangible storage device. In addi-
tion, for the methods and other processes disclosed here-
in, each block may represent circuitry that is wired to
perform the specific logical functions in the process.

III. Example Techniques to Indicate Zone Control

[0068] As discussed above, embodiments described
herein may involve displaying a notification indicating that
the control device is located outside of a zone that is
presently under control by the control device. Figure 5
illustrates an example method 500 by which a device
may indicate certain aspects of zone control in a multi-
zone media playback system.

a. Display Control Interface Associated With A First Zone 
Of A Media Playback System

[0069] At block 502, method 500 involves displaying a
control interface associated with a first zone of a media
playback system. For instance, a control device, such as
control device 300 of Figure 3, may display a control in-
terface (e.g., controller interface 400 of Figure 4) that is
associated with a first zone of a media playback system
(e.g., a zone of media playback system 100 of Figure 1).
As another example, the control device may display a
control interface that is associated with a zone group to
which the first zone belongs (e.g., a zone group of two
or more zones of media playback system 100 of Figure 1).
[0070] Figure 6A shows an example control interface
600A that includes a playback zone region 602A, a play-
back status region 604A, and a playback control region
606A. A control device, such as control device 128 of
Figure 1, may display control interface 600A on a graph-
ical interface. A control interface, such as control inter-
face 600A, may correspond to a particular zone of a me-
dia playback system (e.g., the Living Room zone of media
playback system 100).
[0071] A playback zone region of a control interface
may include a representation of the zone with which the
control interface is associated. As shown in Figure 6A,
playback zone region 602A includes an indication of the
"Living Room" zone of media playback system 100. As
noted above, the Living Room zone of media playback
system 100 of Figure 1 includes playback devices 104,
106, 108, and 110.
[0072] Within examples, a playback status region in-
cludes a representation of audio content that is presently
being played, previously played, or scheduled to play
next in the Living Room zone. Playback status region
704A includes contextual information about the "Living
Room" zone, including information about media that is
currently playing or queued in the zone. The information
includes Album Art A, Song Name A, Artist Name A, and

Media Source A, which represent metadata of the media
that is currently playing or queued in the zone.
[0073] A playback control region includes transport
controls for the zone. Playback control region 706A in-
cludes transport controls for the "Living Room" zone.
Such controls may initiate, stop, or modify playback by
playback devices 104, 106, 108, and 110 (i.e., the play-
back devices in the "Living Room" zone).

b. Determine That The Device Is Outside Of A Threshold 
Proximity To The First Zone

[0074] Referring again to Figure 5, at block 504, meth-
od 500 involves determining that the device is outside of
a threshold proximity to the first zone. For instance, con-
trol device 128 of Figure 1 may determine that it is outside
of a threshold proximity to the Living Room zone. Alter-
natively, a playback device may determine that control
device is outside of a threshold proximity to the Living
Room zone, and transmit data indicating this relative po-
sitioning to control device 128.
[0075] In some embodiments, one or more playback
devices of a media playback system may maintain loca-
tion awareness data indicating where the control de-
vice(s) of the media playback system are located relative
to the zones of the media playback system. For instance,
referring back to Figure 1, a playback device of media
playback system 100 (e.g., playback device 108) may
maintain data indicating which control devices are in
proximity to the Living Room zone (i.e., control device
126). Playback device 120 may maintain data indicating
which control devices are in proximity to the Living Room
zone (i.e., control device 128). The location awareness
data may include a state table correlating
[0076] The playback devices of media playback sys-
tem 100 may share (i.e., transmit) this data among them-
selves via their respective network interfaces, such that
one or more of the playback devices may maintains or
has access to location awareness data indicating where
the control device(s) of the media playback system are
located relative to the zones of the media playback sys-
tem.
[0077] Such a location awareness data may facilitate
determining that the device is outside of a threshold prox-
imity to the first zone. For instance, control device 128
may query one or more playback devices of media play-
back system 100 for an indication of whether control de-
vice 128 is within a threshold proximity to a given zone
of media playback system 100 (e.g., the Living Room
zone). In some cases, control device 128 may query a
playback device of the Living Room zone for this infor-
mation. Alternatively, control device 128 may query a
playback device of another zone (e.g., a playback device
of a zone near control device 128). In response to the
query, control device 128 may receive data indicating
whether (or not) it is outside of the threshold proximity to
the Living Room zone of media playback system 100.
[0078] In some cases, determining that the control de-
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vice is outside of the threshold proximity to the first zone
may involve determining that the control device is within
the threshold proximity to the second zone. For instance,
control device 128 may query a playback device for an
indication of whether control device 128 is within a thresh-
old proximity to the Living Room zone of media playback
system 100. In response to the query, control device 128
may receive data indicating that control device 128 is
within a threshold proximity to the Bedroom zone (that
includes playback device 120). Such data may also in-
dicate that control device 128 is outside of the threshold
proximity to the Living Room zone.
[0079] The one or more playback devices may develop
such location awareness by communicating (or attempt-
ing to communicate) via radio transmission with the con-
trol device. Example communication interfaces include
WI-FI®, BLUETOOTH®, or Near-Field Communications
(NFC), among other examples. As noted above, control
devices and playback devices may include such commu-
nications interfaces so as to enable communication
among the devices.
[0080] In some implementations, a successful radio
transmission may in and of itself indicate that the device
is within a given proximity to a zone of the media playback
system. For instance, the act of completing a radio trans-
mission over a BLUETOOTH® or NFC protocol (e.g., a
message that is part of a pairing or handshaking proce-
dure) may approximate the distance between the partic-
ular playback device and a control device to within thresh-
old proximity.
[0081] For example, playback device(s) of media play-
back system 100 may transmit a radio transmission di-
rected to control devices that are within range of the com-
munications interface of the playback device. Upon re-
ceiving such a radio transmission, a control device may
respond with a transmission to the playback device,
thereby informing the playback device that the control
device is within range of the playback device (and per-
haps to the zone to which the playback device belongs).
A lack of response (within a timeout period) may indicate
to the playback device that there are no control devices
within the threshold proximity to the zone. In either case,
the playback device may update the location awareness
data to indicate which control devices are within (or out-
side of) the threshold proximity to the zone. The playback
device(s) may repeat this process periodically, so as to
maintain an up-to-date location awareness of the control
device(s) relative to the zones of the media playback sys-
tem.
[0082] In further examples, the control device may di-
rect radio transmissions to playback devices that are
within range of the communications interface of the con-
trol device. Upon receiving such a radio transmission, a
playback device may update the location awareness data
to indicate that control device is within the threshold prox-
imity to its zone. Alternatively, the playback device may
respond with a transmission to the playback device,
thereby informing the control device that the playback

device is within range of the control device (and perhaps
to the zone to which the playback device belongs). The
control device may then update location awareness data
stored and maintained by the control device.
[0083] Other implementations may involve detecting
the receive strength of the radio transmission between a
control device and a playback device. In such cases, de-
termining that the device is outside of a threshold prox-
imity to the first zone may involve determining that a re-
ceive strength of a received radio transmission is less
than a pre-determined threshold strength (or perhaps
non-existent). The threshold strength may be configured
to a threshold that indicates that the device is within a
certain unobstructed distance from the playback device
(e.g., 5 meters). Such a pre-determined threshold
strength may be a pre-determined percentage of a known
transmission strength, such that the receive strength in-
dicates the degree to which the transmitted signal was
attenuated prior to reception.

c. Display An Indication That The First Zone Is Under 
Control Of The Device and An Indication That The Device 
Is Outside Of The Threshold Proximity To The First Zone.

[0084] Referring back to Figure 5, at block 506, method
500 involves displaying (i) an indication that the first zone
is under control of the device, and (ii) an indication that
the device is outside of the threshold proximity to the first
zone. For example, control device 300 may display an
indication that the first zone is under control of control
device 300. Control device 300 may also display an in-
dication that control device 300 is outside of the threshold
proximity to the first zone. Such indications may notify a
user that she is outside of the zone that will be controlled
should input be received on the displayed control inter-
face. Such a notification may avoid a situation in which
playback is unexpectedly initiated in a different zone from
which the user is located. As described above, unexpect-
edly initiating playback in a Bedroom zone (perhaps con-
taining a sleeping baby) may degrade user experience,
as a user may be upset that playback was started in the
Bedroom zone rather than the zone that was intended
(e.g., the Living Room zone).
[0085] Figure 6B shows an example control interface
600B that includes a playback zone region 602B, a play-
back status region 604B, and a playback control region
606B. In some examples, control device 128 shown in
Figure 1 may display an indication that the Living Room
zone is under control of the control device 128. As shown
in Figure 6B, playback zone region 602B includes an
indication of the "Living Room" zone of media playback
system 100, which indicates that the Living Room zone
is under control of the control device 128. Further, control
device 128 may determine that it is located outside of a
threshold proximity to the Living Room zone and respon-
sively display an indication that control device 128 is out-
side of the threshold proximity to the Living Room zone.
By way of example, control interface 608B includes a
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graphical element 608B indicating that control device 128
is outside of the Living Room zone.
[0086] In some embodiments, the control device may
cause a graphical interface to display the indication that
the first zone is under the control of the control device
and the indication that control device is outside of the
threshold proximity to the first zone in combination with
one another. For instance, a control device may cause
a graphical interface to highlight, with a pre-determined
color the indication that the first zone is under control of
the control device. In such embodiments, a highlighted
indication that the first zone is under control of the control
device may indicate that control device is outside of the
threshold proximity to the first zone while a non-highlight-
ed indication that the first zone is under control of the
control device may indicate that control device is outside
of the threshold proximity to the first zone.
[0087] Figure 6C shows an example control interface
600C that includes a playback zone region 602C, a play-
back status region 604C, and a playback control region
606C. As shown in Figure 6C, playback zone region 602C
includes an indication of the "Living Room" zone of media
playback system 100, which indicates that the Living
Room zone is under control of the control device 128.
Further, control device 128 may determine that it is lo-
cated outside of a threshold proximity to the Living Room
zone and responsively highlight, with a pre-determined
color, the indication that the Living Room Zone is under
control of the control device. By way of example, control
interface 608B is shown with a graphical element 608C
that represents highlighting of the indication of the "Living
Room" zone of media playback system 100, which indi-
cates that the Living Room zone is under control of the
control device 128. The highlighting that is represented
by graphical element 608C indicates that control device
128 is outside of the Living Room zone.
[0088] Within examples, displaying the indication that
the control device is outside of the threshold proximity to
the first zone may involve causing a graphical interface
to display an indication that the control device is within
the threshold proximity to a second zone. For instance,
control device 128 may determine that it is located within
a threshold proximity to the Bedroom zone and respon-
sively display an indication that it is within the threshold
proximity to the Bedroom zone. Such an indication may
notify a user as to which zone the control device is located
within (which might be different that the zone associated
with the control interface that is currently displayed by
the control device).
[0089] In some embodiments, control device 128 indi-
cates this proximity by highlighting the indication that the
Living Room zone is under control of control device 128
with a pre-determined color that corresponds to the Bed-
room zone. For instance, graphical element 608C may
highlight the indication that the Living Room zone is under
control of control device 128 in blue (given that the color
blue corresponds to the Bedroom zone). Each zone of
media playback system 100 may correspond to a differ-

ent color, such that the color indicates the zone. A con-
troller interface may display an indication correlating
each zone to a particular color.
[0090] As another example, Figure 6D shows an ex-
ample control interface 600D that includes a playback
zone region 602D, a playback status region 604D, and
a playback control region 606D. As shown in Figure 6D,
playback zone region 602D includes an indication of the
"Living Room" zone of media playback system 100, which
indicates that the Living Room zone is under control of
the control device 128. Further, control interface 608B
includes a graphical element 608D that indicates that
control device 128 is within the Bedroom zone.
[0091] In some examples, a control device may cause
a graphical interface to display a selectable control that,
when selected, causes the graphical interface to display
a control interface that is associated with the second zone
of the media playback system. This may aid in switching
to a control interface associated with a zone in which the
control device is currently located. For instance, control
device 128 may determine that it is located within a
threshold proximity to the Bedroom zone and respon-
sively display a selectable control that, when selected,
causes the graphical interface to display a control inter-
face that is associated with the Bedroom zone of media
playback system 100.
[0092] Figure 6E shows an example control interface
600E that includes a playback zone region 602E and a
prompt 604E with nearby zone options (i.e., selectable
controls). A control device, such as control device 128,
may display such a prompt when control device 128 de-
termines that it is located within a threshold proximity to
a zone other than the zone presently under control of the
control device (e.g., the Bedroom zone). Among the near-
by zone options, prompt 604E includes a selectable con-
trol 606E that, when selected, causes the graphical in-
terface to display a control interface associated with the
nearby zone (i.e., the Bedroom zone).
[0093] In some embodiments, prompt 604E of control
interface 600E also includes a selectable control 608E
that, when selected, causes the media playback system
to initiate playback, in the nearby zone (i.e., the Bedroom
zone) of the media items queued in the Living Room
zone. Such a control may facilitate switching playback of
a particular media item (or set of media items) from the
zone presently under control by the control device to a
zone that the control device is presently in (or near).
[0094] Prompt 604E of control interface 600E may fur-
ther include a selectable control 610E that, when select-
ed, causes the media playback system to join the nearby
zone (i.e., the Bedroom zone) and the zone presently
under control by the control device (i.e., the Living Room
zone) into a zone group. This zone group may be con-
figured to jointly play back media. For instance, the zone
group may play back media items queued in the Living
Room zone (to which the Bedroom zone was joined) in
synchrony.
[0095] Within examples, prompt 604E of control inter-
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face 600E may further include a selectable control 612E
that, when selected, causes the media playback system
to playback a queue in the zone that that the control de-
vice is presently located. For example, selection of se-
lectable control 612E may cause the playback devices
of the Bedroom zone (i.e., playback device 120) to begin
playback of the media items queued in the Living Room
zone. The control device may then be moved to the Office
zone, which causes the playback devices of the Office
zone (i.e., playback device 118) to begin playback of the
media items queued in the Living Room zone (and per-
haps also causes the playback devices of the Bedroom
zone to stop playback).
[0096] As noted above, in some cases, the control in-
terface may be associated with a zone group. In such
cases, prompt 604E of control interface 600E may further
include a selectable control 614E that, when selected,
causes the graphical interface to display an interface to
modify the zones that are in the zone group. Such an
interface may facilitate adding additional zones to the
zone group or perhaps removing certain zones from the
zone group.
[0097] In some embodiments, prompt 604E of control
interface 600E may further include a selectable control
616E that, when selected, causes the graphical interface
to display an interface to that includes one or more se-
lectable controls associated with respective zones that,
when selected, cause the graphical interface to display
a control interface associated with the selected zone. For
instance, the control interface may include selectable
controls associated with one or more of the Living Room
zone, the Dining Room zone, the Kitchen zone, the Bath-
room zone, the Office zone, the Master Bedroom zone,
the Bedroom zone, or the Balcony zone. This control in-
terface may facilitate control of the different zones of me-
dia playback system 100.
[0098] As noted above, in some cases, the control de-
vice may be moved into the first zone. For instance, con-
trol device 128 may be moved to the Living Room zone.
Control device 128 may determine that it is now within a
threshold proximity to the Living Room zone and remove
from display the indication that it is outside of the thresh-
old proximity to the Living Room zone (as control device
128 is now within the threshold proximity to the Living
Room zone).
[0099] To facilitate proximity determination, a commu-
nications interface (e.g., a WI-FI®, BLUETOOTH®, or
Near-Field Communications (NFC) interface) of a play-
back device may be configured to emit a directional ra-
diation pattern (e.g., a fan or cone shaped pattern). In
practice, playback devices tend to be oriented such that
their speaker cones are directed into the room in which
the playback device is located. For instance, playback
device 104 is orientated so as to point its speaker cones
toward the center of the Living Room. By attenuating the
radiation pattern of the playback device into a fan or cone
shape and aligning this radiation pattern and the speaker
cones in the same direction, the radiation pattern is more

likely to correspond to the room in which the zone is lo-
cated.
[0100] Figure 7 shows media playback system 100. In
Figure 7, playback devices 112, 118, and 120 include
directional antennas that produce radiation patterns 132,
134, and 136, respectively. As shown, such radiation pat-
terns correlate to the room in which the playback device
is located. In contrast, a playback device with an omni-
directional antenna (and corresponding omni-directional
radiation pattern) may cause relatively more of the trans-
mission to bleed across rooms (and across zones). For
instance, where playback device 118 equipped with an
omni-directional antenna, playback device 118 might be
more likely to detect control device 128 as being in prox-
imity to the Office zone.
[0101] To further aid in proximity determination, data
indicating transmissions between multiple playback de-
vices and a control device may be processed into a heat
map indicating a likely location of the control device rel-
ative to a given zone. For instance, repeated successful
transmissions between control device 126 and playback
devices 104, playback device 106, playback device 108,
and playback device 110 may strongly indicate that con-
trol device 126 is located within the Living Room zone
(and result in a "hot" spot on the heat map).
[0102] Alternatively, signal strengths between the de-
vice 126 and playback devices 104, playback device 106,
playback device 108, and playback device 110 may be
processed into a heat map. For example, in the location
of control device 126 shown in Figure 1, transmissions
between control device 126 and one or more of playback
devices 104, playback device 106, playback device 108,
or playback device 110 may have given signal strengths.
If control device 126 repeatedly controls the Living Room
zone from the same position (having approximately the
same signal strengths) that location may be designated
as a hot spot on the heat map correlating to the Living
Room zone. Subsequent determinations of the location
of the control device may be influenced by this heat map.

IV. Example Techniques to Verify Zone Control

[0103] As noted above, embodiments described here-
in may involve verifying certain commands to control the
media playback system prior to carrying out those com-
mands on the media playback system. Figure 8 illustrates
an example method 800 by which a device may verify
control of a particular zone in a multi-zone media play-
back system.

a. Receive Input Data Indicating A Command To Initiate 
Control Of A First Zone Of A Media Playback System

[0104] At block 802, method 800 involves receiving in-
put data indicating a command to initiate control of a first
zone of a multiple zone media playback system. For in-
stance, a control device, such as control device 300, may
detect input data indicating a command to initiate control
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of a first zone of a media playback system that includes
a first zone and a second zone (and possibly additional
zones, such as a third zone).
[0105] In some embodiments, receiving input data in-
dicating the command to initiate control of the first zone
may involve receiving input data indicating a command
to display a control interface that is associated with the
first zone. For example, control device 128 of Figure 1,
may detect input indicating a command to display a con-
trol interface that is associated with a zone of media play-
back system 100 (e.g., the Office zone).
[0106] Figure 9A shows an example control interface
900A that includes a playback zone region 902A, a play-
back status region 904A, and a playback control region
906A. A control device, such as control device 128 of
Figure 1, may display control interface 900A on a graph-
ical interface. Control interface 600A is associated with
the Living Room zone of media playback system 100.
Playback zone region 902A includes a selectable control
908C which indicates that Control interface 600A is as-
sociated with the Living Room zone. When selected, se-
lectable control 908C may display a prompt, such as
prompt 604E of Figure 6E. An example command to in-
itiate control of a zone of a media playback system 100
may include a selection of selectable control 908C.
[0107] As another example, control device 128 may
detect input indicating a command to initiate playback on
the zone of the media playback system that is currently
under control of the control device. For instance, control
device 128 may be displaying a control interface associ-
ated with the Living Room zone (e.g., control interface
600A of Figure 6A) and detect input indicating a com-
mand to initiate playback in the Living Room zone (e.g.,
control device 128 may receive input data indicating a
press of a "Play" button on control interface 600A).

b. Determine That The Device Is Within A Threshold 
Proximity To A Second Zone

[0108] At block 804, method 800 involves determining
that the control device is within a threshold proximity to
a second zone. For instance, control device 128 may
determine that it is within a threshold proximity to the
Bedroom zone of media playback system 100. As de-
scribed above in connection with method 500, a control
device of a media playback system may use one of sev-
eral different techniques to determine whether it is within
a threshold proximity to a particular zone of a media play-
back system.
[0109] Within examples, a control device may deter-
mine whether the control device is within the threshold
proximity to the first zone or to another zone (e.g., the
second zone) prior to initiating control of the first zone
(per the received command). Such a determination may
facilitate verifying that the control device is in proximity
to the zone to which the command is directed.

c. Display A Selectable Control That When Selected, In-
itiates Control Of The First Zone

[0110] At block 806, method 800 involves displaying a
selectable control that, when selected, initiates control
of the first zone. For instance, control device 128 may
cause a graphical interface to display a selectable control
that, when selected, initiates control of the Office zone.
Control device 128 may display such a selectable control
before initiating control of the Office zone (per a received
command to initiate control of the Office zone). Selection
of the selectable control may verify that control of the first
zone is intended even though the control device is prox-
imity to the second zone (and perhaps not the first zone).
[0111] In some embodiments, causing the graphical
interface to display the selectable control that, when se-
lected, initiates control of the first zone may involve caus-
ing the graphical interface to display a selectable control
that, when selected, initiates playback on the one or more
first playback devices of the first zone in synchrony. For
example, upon determining that it is within a threshold
proximity to the Bedroom zone of media playback system
100, control device 128 may display a prompt with one
or more selectable controls. The prompt may include a
selectable control that, when selected, initiates playback
on the playback device(s) of the Office zone in synchrony.
[0112] Figure 9B shows an example control interface
900B that includes a playback zone region 902B and a
prompt 904B with nearby zone options (i.e., selectable
controls). A control device, such as control device 128,
may cause a graphical interface to display such a prompt.
Among other selectable controls, prompt 904B includes
a selectable control 918B that, when selected, causes
the graphical interface to stop displaying the prompt
904B. In some examples, selection of selectable control
918B may initiates playback on the playback device(s)
of the Office zone in synchrony (e.g., according to the
received command to initiate control of the Office zone).
[0113] Within examples, causing the graphical inter-
face to display the selectable control that, when selected,
initiates control of the first zone may involve causing the
graphical interface to display a selectable control that,
when selected, initiates playback on the one or more sec-
ond playback devices of the first second in synchrony.
As noted above, upon determining that it is within a
threshold proximity to the Bedroom zone of media play-
back system 100, control device 128 may display a
prompt with one or more selectable controls. The prompt
may include a selectable control that, when selected, in-
itiates playback on the playback device(s) of the Bed-
room zone in synchrony. For instance, prompt 904B of
control interface 900B includes a selectable control 906B
that, when selected, causes the media playback system
to initiate playback, in the nearby zone (i.e., the Bedroom
zone)
[0114] In some embodiments, the control device may
display selectable controls that provide the option of con-
trolling the first zone or the second zone. For instance,
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control device 128 may cause a graphical interface to
display a selectable control that, when selected, causes
the graphical interface to display a control interface that
is associated with a first zone (i.e., the Office zone) and
a selectable control that, when selected, causes the
graphical interface to display the control interface that is
associated with a second zone (i.e., the Bedroom zone).
Upon detecting input data indicating a selection of one
of the selectable controls, control device 128 may cause
a graphical interface to display the corresponding control
interface. By way of example, prompt 904B includes a
selectable control 906B that, when selected, causes the
graphical interface to display a control interface associ-
ated with the nearby zone (i.e., the Bedroom zone).
[0115] Prompt 904B of control interface 900B may fur-
ther include a selectable control 910B that, when select-
ed, causes the media playback system to join the nearby
zone (i.e., the Bedroom zone) and the zone presently
under control by the control device (i.e., the Living Room
zone) into a zone group. This zone group may be con-
figured to jointly play back media. For instance, the zone
group may play back media items queued in the Living
Room zone (to which the Bedroom zone was joined) in
synchrony. In some cases, selectable control 910B may
also initiate playback on the playback devices of the zone
group.
[0116] Within examples, prompt 904B of control inter-
face 900B may further include a selectable control 912B
that, when selected, causes the media playback system
to playback a queue in the zone that that the control de-
vice is presently located.
[0117] As noted above, in some cases, the control in-
terface may be associated with a zone group. In such
cases, prompt 904B of control interface 900B may further
include a selectable control 914B that, when selected,
causes the graphical interface to display an interface to
modify the zones that are in the zone group. Such an
interface may facilitate adding additional zones to the
zone group or perhaps removing certain zones from the
zone group.
[0118] In some embodiments, prompt 904B of control
interface 900B may further include a selectable control
916B that, when selected, causes the graphical interface
to display an interface to that includes one or more se-
lectable controls associated with respective zones that,
when selected, cause the graphical interface to display
a control interface associated with the selected zone. For
instance, the control interface may include selectable
controls associated with one or more of the Living Room
zone, the Dining Room zone, the Kitchen zone, the Bath-
room zone, the Office zone, the Master Bedroom zone,
the Bedroom zone, or the Balcony zone. This control in-
terface may facilitate control of the different zones of me-
dia playback system 100.
[0119] Figure 9C shows an example control interface
900C that includes a playback zone region 902C and an
audio content sources region 904C containing selectable
indications of playlists (in this example, playlists that have

been designated as "Favorites"). In some cases, selec-
tion of a given selectable indication may cause playback
in the zone indicated in the playback zone region 902C
(i.e., the Living Room zone of media playback system
100). As noted above, in some cases, receiving input
data indicating a command to initiate control of the first
zone may involve receiving input data indicating a com-
mand to initiate playback. For instance, control device
128 may display control interface 900C and detect input
data indicating a selection of Playlist C. As indicated
above, control device 128 may determine that it is within
a threshold proximity to another zone (i.e., the Bedroom
zone). Further, as noted above, control device 128 may
display a selectable control before initiating control (i.e.,
playing Playlist C in the Living Room zone).
[0120] For instance, control device 128 may display a
prompt with one or more selectable controls. Figure 9D
shows an example control interface 900D that includes
a playback zone region 902D and an audio content sourc-
es region 904D. Prompt 906D includes a graphical ele-
ment 908D indicating the selected media (Playlist C).
Prompt 906D also includes a selectable control 908D
that, when selected, initiates playback of the selected
media in the nearby zone (i.e., the Bedroom zone).
Prompt 906D further includes a selectable control 910D
that, when selected, initiates playback of the selected
media in the zone indicated in the playback zone region
902C (i.e., the Living Room zone of media playback sys-
tem 100).

V. Example Techniques to Facilitate Zone Grouping

[0121] As noted above, embodiments described here-
in may facilitate zone grouping. Figure 10 illustrates an
example method 1000 to facilitate a control device joining
a first zone and a second zone of a media playback sys-
tem into a zone group when media is playing in a first
zone and the control device of the media playback system
determines that it is within a threshold proximity to the
second zone.

a. Initiate Playback In A First Zone Of A Media Playback 
System

[0122] At block 1002, method 1000 involves initiating
playback in a first zone of a media playback system. For
instance, control device 126 of Figure 1 may initiate play-
back on the playback devices of the Dining Room zone
of media payback system 100. Control device 126 may
initiate playback of a one or more particular media items
(e.g., a queue of media items maintained by a playback
device of the Dining Room zone).
[0123] In some cases, initiating playback in the first
zone of the media playback system may involve initiating
playback in a zone group that includes the first zone. For
instance, the Dining Room zone and the Kitchen zone of
media playback system 100 may be joined into a zone
group. Control device 126 may initiate playback in this
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zone group, which includes the Dining Room zone.

b. Determine That The Control Device Is Within A Thresh-
old Proximity To A Second Zone

[0124] At block 1004, method 1000 involves determin-
ing that the control device is within a threshold proximity
to a second zone of the media playback system. For ex-
ample, after initiating playback in the Dining Room zone
(or perhaps a zone group), control device 126 may de-
termine that it is within a threshold proximity to the Living
Room zone. In practice, a user might be listening to music
in the Dining Room zone, but then walk to the Living
Room zone (perhaps carrying their tablet or smartphone
(the control device) with them.
[0125] As described above in connection with method
500, a control device of a media playback system may
use a variety of techniques to determine whether it is
within a threshold proximity to a particular zone of a media
playback system.

c. Join The First Zone and the Second Zone Into A Zone 
Group

[0126] At block 1006, method 1000 involves joining the
first zone and the second zone into a zone group. For
instance, after determining that it is within the threshold
proximity to the Bedroom zone, control device 126 may
join the Dining Room zone and the Living Room zone
into a zone group. In other words, grouping may be pred-
icated on playback in the first zone because this playback
may indicate that playback should also initiate in the sec-
ond zone now that the control device is within the second
zone (and perhaps also continue in the first zone, per the
zone group).
[0127] As a zone group, one or more first playback
devices of the first zone and the one or more second
playback devices of the second zone are configured to
play back in synchrony. For instance, upon control device
126 joining the Dining Room zone and the Living Room
zone into a zone group, playback devices 104, 106, 108,
110, and 112 are configured to play back in synchrony.
[0128] As noted above, in some cases, before the first
zone and the second zone are joined into a zone group,
the first zone may be in a zone group with another zone
(e.g., the zone group that includes the Dining Room zone
and the Kitchen zone). Upon joining the Dining Room
zone and the Living Room zone into the zone group, con-
trol device 126 may separate the Dining Room zone and
the Kitchen zone. Alternatively, control device 126 may
join the Kitchen zone into the zone group with the Dining
Room zone and the Living Room zone.
[0129] Further, in some cases, before the first zone
and the second zone are joined into a zone group, the
second zone may be in a zone group with yet another
zone (e.g., a zone group that includes the Living Room
zone and the Balcony zone). In joining the Dining Room
zone and the Living Room zone into the zone group, con-

trol device 126 may separate the Living Room zone and
the Balcony zone. Alternatively, control device 126 may
join the Balcony zone into the zone group with the Dining
Room zone and the Living Room zone.
[0130] As noted above, in some cases a control device
may verify certain operations prior to carrying them out.
For instance, before joining the first zone and the second
zone into the zone group, the control device may display
a selectable control that, when selected, joins the first
zone and the second zone into a zone group. Upon re-
ceiving input data indicating a selection of the selectable
control, the control device may join the first zone and the
second zone into the zone group.
[0131] In some cases, joining the first zone and the
second zone into the zone group may be predicated on
the control device detecting input indicating a selection
in a playback zone region, which may indicate that the
user is interested in additional zones (such as the zone
that the control device is currently located within). For
instance, before joining the first zone and the second
zone into the zone group, control device 126 may receive
input data indicating a command to display a control in-
terface (e.g., control interface 900A of Figure 9A) that is
associated with the second zone of the media playback
system (i.e., the Living Room zone). Based on such input
data, control device 126 may display a selectable control
that, when selected, causes the control device to join the
first zone and the second zone into the zone group. Such
a control may facilitate the user selecting the zone in
which the control device is located (and where the user
is located) perhaps without having to navigate the zones
of the media playback system (e.g., the plurality of zones
of media playback system 100).

V. Conclusion

[0132] The description above discloses, among other
things, various example systems, methods, apparatus,
and articles of manufacture including, among other com-
ponents, firmware and/or software executed on hard-
ware. It is understood that such examples are merely
illustrative and should not be considered as limiting. For
example, it is contemplated that any or all of the firmware,
hardware, and/or software aspects or components can
be embodied exclusively in hardware, exclusively in soft-
ware, exclusively in firmware, or in any combination of
hardware, software, and/or firmware. Accordingly, the
examples provided are not the only way(s) to implement
such systems, methods, apparatus, and/or articles of
manufacture.

(Feature 1) A non-transitory computer-readable me-
dium having stored therein instructions executable
by one or more processors to cause a control device
to perform functions comprising: (i) displaying a con-
trol interface that is associated with a first zone of a
media playback system, wherein the first zone com-
prises one or more first playback devices; and
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wherein the media playback system further includes
a second zone that comprises one or more second
playback devices; (ii) determining that the device is
outside of a threshold proximity to the first zone; and
(iii) displaying (a) an indication that the first zone is
under control of the device, and (b) an indication that
the device is outside of the threshold proximity to the
first zone.
(Feature 2) The computer-readable medium of fea-
ture 1, wherein displaying the indication that the con-
trol device is outside of the threshold proximity to the
first zone comprises causing a graphical interface to
highlight, with a pre-determined color, the indication
that the first zone is under control of the control de-
vice.
(Feature 3) The computer-readable medium of fea-
ture 1, wherein determining that the control device
is outside of a threshold proximity to the first zone
comprises determining that the control device is with-
in a threshold proximity to the second zone.
(Feature 4) The computer-readable medium of fea-
ture 3, wherein displaying the indication that the con-
trol device is outside of the threshold proximity to the
first zone comprises causing a graphical interface to
display an indication that the control device is within
the threshold proximity to the second zone.
(Feature 5) The computer-readable medium of fea-
ture 4, wherein causing the graphical interface to dis-
play the indication that the control device is within
the threshold proximity to the second zone compris-
es causing the graphical interface to highlight the
indication that the first zone is under control of the
control device with a pre-determined color that cor-
responds to the second zone, wherein each of the
first zone and the second zone correspond to a re-
spective color.
(Feature 6) The computer-readable medium of fea-
ture 3, wherein the functions further comprise: based
on determining that the control device is within a
threshold proximity to the second zone, causing a
graphical interface to display a selectable control
that, when selected, causes the graphical interface
to display a control interface that is associated with
the second zone of the media playback system.
(Feature 7) The computer-readable medium of fea-
ture 1, wherein the functions further comprise: after
displaying the indication that the control device is
outside of the threshold proximity to the first zone:
(i) determining that the control device is now within
a threshold proximity to the first zone; and (ii) remov-
ing from display the indication that the control device
is outside of the threshold proximity to the first zone.
(Feature 8) The computer-readable medium of fea-
ture 1, wherein determining that the control device
is outside of a threshold proximity to the first zone
comprises: (i) querying one or more playback devic-
es of the media playback system for an indication of
whether the control device is within the threshold

proximity to the first zone; and (ii) receiving, from at
least one playback device, an indication that the con-
trol device is outside of the threshold proximity to the
first zone.
(Feature 9) A non-transitory computer-readable me-
dium having stored therein instructions executable
by one or more processors to cause a control device
to perform functions comprising: (i) receiving input
data indicating a command to initiate control of a first
zone of a media playback system, wherein the first
zone comprises one or more first playback devices,
and wherein the media playback system further in-
cludes a second zone that comprises one or more
second playback devices; (ii) before initiating control
of the first zone: (a) determining that the control de-
vice is within a threshold proximity to the second
zone; and (b) causing a graphical interface to display
a selectable control that, when selected, initiates
control of the first zone.
(Feature 10) The computer-readable medium of fea-
ture 9, wherein receiving the input data indicating
the command to initiate control of the first zone of
the media playback system comprises receiving in-
put data indicating a command to display a control
interface that is associated with the first zone of the
media playback system.
(Feature 11) The computer-readable medium of fea-
ture 10, wherein causing the graphical interface to
display the selectable control that, when selected,
initiates control of the first zone comprises: before
displaying the control interface that is associated
with the first zone, causing the graphical interface to
display (i) a selectable control that, when selected,
causes the graphical interface to display the control
interface that is associated with the first zone, and
(ii) a selectable control that, when selected, causes
the graphical interface to display the control interface
that is associated with the second zone.
(Feature 12) The computer-readable medium of fea-
ture 9, wherein receiving the input data indicating
the command to initiate control of the first zone of
the media playback system comprises: receiving in-
put data indicating a command to initiate playback
on the zone of the media playback system that is
currently under control of the control device, wherein
the first zone is the zone that is currently under the
control of the control device.
(Feature 13) The computer-readable medium of fea-
ture 12, wherein causing the graphical interface to
display the selectable control that, when selected,
initiates control of the first zone comprises: before
initiating playback on the zone that is currently under
control of the control device, causing the graphical
interface to display a selectable control that, when
selected, initiates playback on the one or more first
playback devices of the first zone in synchrony.
(Feature 14) The computer-readable medium of fea-
ture 13, wherein causing the graphical interface to
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display the selectable control that, when selected,
initiates control of the first zone further comprises:
before initiating playback on the zone that is currently
under control of the control device, causing the
graphical interface to display a selectable control
that, when selected, initiates playback on the one or
more second playback devices of the second zone
in synchrony.
(Feature 15) The computer-readable medium of fea-
ture 13, wherein causing the graphical interface to
display the selectable control that, when selected,
initiates control of the first zone further comprises:
before initiating playback on the zone that is currently
under control of the control device, causing the
graphical interface to display (i) a selectable control,
that when selected, (a) groups the first zone and the
second zone into a zone group in which the first play-
back devices of the first zone and the second play-
back devices of the second zone are configured to
play back in synchrony and (b) initiates playback on
the first playback devices and the second playback
devices in synchrony, and (ii) a selectable control
that, when selected, initiates playback on the one or
more first playback devices of the first zone in syn-
chrony.
(Feature 16) The computer-readable medium of fea-
ture 9, wherein determining that the control device
is within the threshold proximity to at least one of one
or more second playback devices of the second zone
comprises receiving, via a network interface, a mes-
sage indicating that the control device is within the
threshold proximity to at least one of one or more
second playback devices.
(Feature 17) A non-transitory computer-readable
medium having stored therein instructions executa-
ble by one or more processors to cause a control
device to perform functions comprising: (i) initiating
playback in a first zone of a media playback system,
wherein the first zone comprises one or more first
playback devices; (ii) after initiating playback in the
first zone, determining that the control device is with-
in a threshold proximity to at least one of one or more
second playback devices of a second zone of the
media playback system; and (iii) after determining
that the control device is within the threshold prox-
imity to at least one of one or more second playback
devices, joining the first zone and the second zone
into a zone group in which the one or more first play-
back devices of the first zone and the one or more
second playback devices of the second zone are
configured to play back in synchrony.
(Feature 18) The computer-readable medium of fea-
ture 17, wherein the functions further comprise: (i)
before joining the first zone and the second zone into
the zone group, causing a graphical interface to dis-
play a selectable control that, when selected, joins
the first zone and the second zone into a zone group
in which the one or more first playback devices of

the first zone and the one or more second playback
devices of the second zone are configured to play
back in synchrony; and (ii) receiving input data indi-
cating a selection of the displayed selectable control,
that, when selected, joins the first zone and the sec-
ond zone into the zone group.
(Feature 19) The computer-readable medium of fea-
ture 17, wherein the functions further comprise: be-
fore joining the first zone and the second zone into
the zone group: (i) receiving input data indicating a
command to display a control interface that is asso-
ciated with the second zone of the media playback
system; and (ii) based on receiving the input data
indicating the command to display the control inter-
face that is associated with the second zone of the
media playback system and before displaying the
control interface that is associated with the second
zone of the media playback system, causing a graph-
ical interface to display a selectable control that,
when selected, causes the control device to join the
first zone and the second zone into the zone group.
(Feature 20) The computer-readable medium of fea-
ture 17, wherein the media playback system further
includes a third zone that comprises one or more
third playback devices, and wherein second zone
and the third zone are joined into a zone group in
which the one or more second playback devices of
the second zone and the one or more third playback
devices of the third zone are configured to play back
in synchrony, and wherein joining the first zone and
the second zone into the zone group in which the
one or more first playback devices of the first zone
and the one or more second playback devices of the
second zone are configured to play back in synchro-
ny comprises separating the second zone and the
third zone from the zone group in which the one or
more second playback devices of the second zone
and the one or more third playback devices of the
third zone are configured to play back in synchrony.

[0133] The specification is presented largely in terms
of illustrative environments, systems, procedures, steps,
logic blocks, processing, and other symbolic represen-
tations that directly or indirectly resemble the operations
of data processing devices coupled to networks. These
process descriptions and representations are typically
used by those skilled in the art to most effectively convey
the substance of their work to others skilled in the art.
Numerous specific details are set forth to provide a thor-
ough understanding of the present disclosure. However,
it is understood to those skilled in the art that certain
embodiments of the present disclosure can be practiced
without certain, specific details. In other instances, well
known methods, procedures, components, and circuitry
have not been described in detail to avoid unnecessarily
obscuring aspects of the embodiments. Accordingly, the
scope of the present disclosure is defined by the append-
ed claims rather than the forgoing description of embod-
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iments.
[0134] When any of the appended claims are read to
cover a purely software and/or firmware implementation,
at least one of the elements in at least one example is
hereby expressly defined to include a tangible, non-tran-
sitory medium such as a memory, DVD, CD, Blu-ray, and
so on, storing the software and/or firmware.

Clauses

[0135] Examples of the invention are defined in the fol-
lowing clauses:

1. A method for a control device, comprising:
receiving input data indicating a command to control
a first zone of a media playback system comprising
a plurality of zones each comprising one or more
playback devices;
before initiating control of the first zone:

determining that the control device is within a
threshold proximity to the second zone; and
displaying one or more selectable controls in-
cluding a first selectable control that, when se-
lected, initiates control of the first zone; and at
least one of

a second selectable control that, when se-
lected, initiates control of the second zone;
and
a third selectable control that groups the first
and second zones into a zone group in
which the playback devices of the first and
second zones play back in synchrony and
causes the playback devices of the first and
second zones to play back in synchrony.

2. The method of clause 1, wherein the input data is
a command to display a control interface that is as-
sociated with the first zone.

3. The method of clause 2, wherein selecting the first
or second selectable control causes display of a con-
trol interface associated with the first zone or the
second zone, respectively.

4. The method of clause 1, wherein the input data is
a command to initiate playback in a currently con-
trolled zone, wherein the first zone is the currently-
controlled zone when the command input data is re-
ceived.

5. The method of any of clauses 1 to 4, wherein at
least one of the first and second zones comprises a
plurality of playback devices, and initiating playback
in a given zone comprises causing the plurality of
playback devices of the given zone to play back in
synchrony.

6. The method of any of clauses 1 to 5, wherein de-
termining that the control device is within the thresh-
old proximity to the second zone comprises receiv-
ing, via a network interface, a message indicating
that the control device is within the threshold prox-
imity to at least one of one or more playback devices
of the second zone.

7. A method for a control device, comprising:

Initiating, via one or more playback devices of a
first zone of a media playback system, playback
in the first zone;
after the initiating step, determining that the con-
trol device is within a threshold proximity to at
least one of one or more playback devices of a
second zone of the media playback system; and
after the determining step, grouping the first
zone and the second zone into a zone group in
which the playback devices of the first and sec-
ond zones are configured to play back in syn-
chrony.

8. The method of clause 7, further comprising:

before the grouping step, displaying a selectable
control that, when selected, groups the first and
second zones into the zone group; and
receiving input data indicating a selection of the
displayed selectable control.

9. The method of clause 8, further comprising:

before the grouping step, receiving input data
indicating a command to display a control inter-
face associated with the second zone; and
in response, before displaying the control inter-
face associated with the second zone, display-
ing the selectable control that causes the first
and second zones to be grouped into the zone
group.

10. The method of any preceding clause, wherein:

the media playback system further includes a
third zone that comprises one or more playback
devices, and
the second zone and the third zone are in a sec-
ond zone group in which the playback devices
of the second and third zones are configured to
play back in synchrony, and
grouping the first and second zones into the
zone group comprises separating at least the
second zone from the second zone group.

11. The method of any preceding clause, further
comprising displaying an indication that the control
device is outside of a threshold proximity to a cur-
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rently controlled zone in response to a corresponding
determination.

12. The method of clause 11, further comprising,
when it is determined that the control device is again
within a threshold proximity to the currently control-
led zone, removing from display the indication that
the control device is outside of the threshold prox-
imity to the first zone.

13. The method of clause 11 or 12, wherein display-
ing the indication further comprises displaying an in-
dication of a zone to which the control device is within
the threshold proximity.

14. The method of one of clauses 11 to 13, wherein
displaying the indication that the control device is
outside of the threshold proximity to the currently
controlled zone comprises causing a graphical inter-
face to highlight, with a pre-determined color, the
indication that the currently controlled zone is under
control of the control device.

15. The method of clause 14 in combination with
clause 13, wherein the pre-determined color corre-
sponds to the zone to which the control device is
within the threshold proximity.

16. The method of any of clauses 11 to 15, wherein
determining that the control device is outside of a
threshold proximity to the currently controlled zone
comprises receiving, from at least one playback de-
vice of the media playback system in response to a
corresponding query initiated by the control device,
an indication that the control device is outside of the
threshold proximity to the currently controlled zone.

17. A non-transitory computer-readable medium
having instructions stored thereon executable by
one or more processors to cause a control device to
perform the method of any preceding clause.

18. A control device comprising at least one proces-
sor and the non-transitory computer-readable medi-
um of clause 17.

19. The control device of clause 18, further compris-
ing a graphical display.

Claims

1. A method for a control device (128), comprising:

while displaying a control interface of a first zone
of a media playback system comprising a plu-
rality of zones, each zone comprising one or
more playback devices, determining that the

control device (128) is within a threshold prox-
imity to a second zone; and
in response to determining that the control de-
vice (128) is within the threshold proximity to the
second zone, displaying:

a playback zone region (602E) that indi-
cates that the control device is currently
controlling the first zone; and
a region (604E) including one or more se-
lectable controls, the selectable controls in-
cluding at least one of:

a first selectable control (606E) that,
when selected, causes display of a con-
trol interface associated with the sec-
ond zone;
a second selectable control (608E)
that, when selected, causes the media
playback system to initiate playback in
the second zone of one or more media
items queued in the first zone;
a third selectable control (610E) that,
when selected, causes the media play-
back system to join the first and second
zones into a zone group; and
a fourth selectable control (612E) that,
when selected, causes the media play-
back system to play back a queue in
the second zone.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising receiving
a selection of the playback zone region (602E) and
causing display of the control interface associated
with the first zone.

3. The method of claim 1 or 2, further comprising re-
ceiving a selection of the first selectable control
(606E) and causing display of the control interface
associated with the second zone.

4. The method of any preceding claim, further compris-
ing receiving a selection of the third selectable con-
trol (610E) and joining the first and second zones
into the zone group.

5. The method of claim 4, further comprising:

before joining the first and second zones into
the zone group, receiving input data indicating
a command to display a control interface asso-
ciated with the second zone; and
in response, before displaying the control inter-
face associated with the second zone, display-
ing the selectable control (610E) that causes the
first and second zones to be grouped into the
zone group.
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6. The method of claim 4 or 5, wherein:

the media playback system further includes a
third zone that comprises one or more playback
devices;
the second zone and the third zone are in a sec-
ond zone group in which the playback devices
of the second and third zones are configured to
play back in synchrony; and
joining the first and second zones into the zone
group comprises separating at least the second
zone from the second zone group.

7. The method of any of claims 1 to 6, wherein deter-
mining that the control device (128) is within the
threshold proximity to the second zone comprises
receiving, via a network interface, a message indi-
cating that the control device (128) is within the
threshold proximity to at least one of one or more
playback devices of the second zone.

8. The method of any preceding claim, further compris-
ing:
before determining that the control device (128) is
within the threshold proximity to at least one of one
or more playback devices of the second zone, initi-
ating, via one or more playback devices of the first
zone of a media playback system, playback in the
first zone.

9. The method of any preceding claim, further compris-
ing displaying an indication (608B, 608D) that the
control device (128) is outside of a threshold prox-
imity to a currently controlled zone in response to a
corresponding determination.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein displaying the indi-
cation (608B, 608D) further comprises displaying an
indication (608D) of a zone to which the control de-
vice (128) is within the threshold proximity.

11. The method of one of claims 9 to 10, wherein dis-
playing the indication (608B, 608D) that the control
device (128) is outside of the threshold proximity to
the currently controlled zone comprises causing a
graphical interface to highlight, with a pre-deter-
mined color that corresponds to the zone to which
the control device (128) is within the threshold prox-
imity, the playback zone region that indicates that
the currently controlled zone is under control of the
control device (128).

12. The method of any of claims 10 to 12, wherein de-
termining that the control device (128) is outside of
a threshold proximity to the currently controlled zone
comprises receiving, from at least one playback de-
vice of the media playback system in response to a
corresponding query initiated by the control device

(128), an indication that the control device (128) is
outside of the threshold proximity to the currently
controlled zone.

13. The method of any preceding claim, wherein repre-
sentations of playback zones within the playback
zone region are dynamically updated as playback
zone or zone group configurations are modified.

14. A computer-readable medium having instructions
stored thereon executable by one or more proces-
sors to cause a control device to perform the method
of any preceding claim.

15. A control device (128) comprising:

at least one processor configured to perform the
method of any of claims 1 to 14;
a network interface; and
a graphical display.
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